Geography learning journey – Fulbrook Middle School
2021-2022
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Weather and Climate
- Extreme Weather in
the UK
- Recording the
weather
- Forecasting the
weather
- Rainfall
- Urban
microclimates
- Climate graphs &
thematic maps

-

-

Focus on Africa
Mapping Africa
Diversity in Africa
Population
The Sahara
Focus on Kenya
(country of
contrast)
Geographical skills
(cross-sections)

Geography of the UK
- Intro to British Isles
- UK within Europe
- Fieldwork skills and
data collection
- Physical geography of
the UK – geology,
weathering,
limestone pavement,
coasts, mountains

-

Physical Geography
- Mountain ranges
of the world
- UK mountains
- How mountains
are formed
- Features of a
mountain
- Mountain climates

-

Physical Geography
continued…
Where does water
come from?
Rivers of the world
Features of a river
Basic river
processes
Flooding

Human Geography
continued…
- History of Trade
- Imports and
exports from
the UK
- Links to El
Salvador
- Fair Trade

-

-

Global issues
Impact of plastic
Climate change and
global warming
Sustainable tourism
Wilderness areas
under threat
Geographical
conflict

-

Rivers and Flooding
Water cycle
Course of a river
Fluvial processes – erosion,
transportation, deposition
Formation of river
features/landforms
Flooding in the UK and
Bangladesh
Cumbrian Flooding enquiry
Field work – Willen lake

World Cities
Urbanisation
Rural to urban
migration - China
Megacities
Sustainable cities
Mapping urbanisation
Squatter settlements.
Case study: Dharavi.
China’s one child
policy
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-

-

People of the UK
Diverse population
Measuring population
Ageing population
Migration to the UK &
within the UK
Cultural influences of
Leicester
Where people live
and why? (urban &
rural)

Our physical world
Latitude and Longitude
Underwater landforms
Plate tectonics
Study of volcanoes
Earthquake case study:
Nepal 2015
Global weather &
climate

Geography skills
- Atlas map skills
- Further OS map
skills (six figure
grid
referencing/
contour lines)
- Sketch mapping
- Fieldwork/data
collection
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Human Geography
- History of
settlements
- Mapping
settlements
- Land use
modelling
- Local fieldwork
study

Tectonic Activity
- Structure of the
Earth
- Plate tectonics
- Features of a
volcano
- Impacts/responses
to earthquakes and
volcanoes
- Geographical writing
Geography skills
- Baseline
assessment
-Locate continents,
oceans, UK cities
and physical
features.
-OS map skills
(including basic
fieldwork
techniques)

-

-

Climate Zones
Mapping
climate zones
Characteristics
of climate zones
Features of a
rainforest
Cause, effect
and response to
deforestation
Climate
challenge

Year

5

